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1. INTRODUCTION
Emergency Medical Services, more commonly known as “EMS”, is a system that provides emergency
medical response and care to people. Certain times, EMS is providing for a “response” or transportation.
Once it is activated by an incident that causes serious illness or injury, the focus of EMS is emergency
medical care of the patient(s).
EMS is most easily recognized when emergency vehicles such as ambulances are seen responding to
emergency incidents. But EMS is much more than a ride to the hospital. It is a system of coordinated
response and emergency medical care, involving multiple people and agencies. A comprehensive EMS
system is ready every day for every kind of emergency. Some EMS operators are privately owned and
operated, while others are publicly operated through a level of government such as a Town or City.
EMS as a service is an intricate system, and each component of this system has an essential role to
perform as part of a coordinated and seamless system of emergency medical care. An EMS system
comprises all of the following components:






Agencies and organizations (both private and public)
Communications and transportation networks
Trauma systems, hospitals, trauma centers, and specialty care centers
Rehabilitation facilities
Highly trained professionals (Volunteers and/or career personnel)
An informed public that knows what to do in a medical emergency

EMS does not exist in isolation, but is integrated with other services and systems intended to maintain
and enhance the community's health and safety. In summary, EMS operates at the crossroads between
health care, public health and public safety. It is vital to the continuity of the EMS service that EMS
service continues to operate in that cooperative manner.
The organizational structure of EMS, as well as who provides and finances the services, varies
significantly from community to community. Pre-hospital services can be based in a fire department, a
hospital, an independent government agency (i.e., public health agency), a non-profit corporation (e.g.,
Rescue Squad) or be provided for by commercial for-profit companies. But, regardless of provider, the
essential components of an EMS System remain the same. In order to be "ready every day for every kind
of emergency," an EMS system must be as comprehensive as possible. Developing and maintaining such
a system requires thoughtful planning, preparation, and dedication from EMS stakeholders at the local,
State, and Federal levels.1
Due to several factors including diminished volunteer interest, increased responsibility, lack of full-time
employment capabilities and financial burden, many EMS companies and/or squads across the Country
are having a harder time continuing to exist and stay afloat. Unfortunately, those factors have existed in
Lake George for some time, and the Town and Village believe now is the time to step in and help save
and continue this valuable emergency medical care and transport service for residents and visitors alike.
1

EMS.Gov (NHTSA’s Office of Emergency Medical Services)
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For the reasons previously stated, the Town is considering the formation of a special improvement district
to establish a municipal EMS and continue the ambulance service that is currently provided. In order to
achieve that, pursuant to Town Law Article 12-A, the Town must develop a Map, Plan and Report (MPR)
to detail to potential district taxpayers the proposal, the benefit, and the probable costs.
The purpose of this Map, Plan and Report (MPR) is to present data and information relative to the
proposed establishment of an EMS/Ambulance District in the Town of Lake George to serve the residents
of both the Town and Village of Lake George, as described in this report and as shown on the Map of
benefited parcels contained in Appendix A.
This Map, Plan and Report including:











Description of the need for EMS service, and the issues they are currently experiencing
History and current operations of Lake George EMS
Explanation of authority of local governments in regards to special districts and EMS
Description and mapping of the proposed Lake George EMS District
Description and delineation of benefitted properties
Explanation of Benefit Assessment Methodology
A conceptual plan for how the EMS as a department might look
Potential Costs per annum for EMS “department”, including debt retirement evaluation
Probable cost to typical Taxpayer per annum
District formation process and regulatory permits and approvals

Statement of Need
With a reduced availability of Lake George EMS membership, and an inadequate provision for the level
of care required for a tourist destination community, the Town of Lake George has declared the “public
need” for the continuity of an EMS service to be vital. While the Lake George EMS has attempted over
the years to reallocate and/or improve resources to maintain their service capability and staffing, many
factors, including but not limited to available finances, have not allowed for the EMS and ALS service
provided by Lake George EMS to remain operational in a sustainable fashion or with the required
professional staff. While response patterns and operations have maintained over the years, it is highly
likely that the available level of care through a Town EMS department will surpass that of the existing
level of care, with increased accessibility and efficiency and improved response times.
The Town is a relatively sized one in terms of geographic bounds and population, encompassing 33
square miles of area, more than 30 miles of roads, and roughly 4,400 year-round citizens. Additionally, in
the summer seasons the population can swell to that of 20,000+ residents (many seasonal), with millions
of visitors (tourists/day trippers, etc.) throughout the course of the season. Projections for future tourism
and development include increases to both resident count as well as visitor count, and with a diminishing
reliability and a potential for decrease in service effectiveness and quality, it is paramount for the local
municipality to work to fulfill that public need. Due to the factors above, the Town of Lake George, in
collaboration with the Village of Lake George, has decided that there exists enough “public need” to form
a special improvement district that will levy a district tax to fund a municipal EMS department.
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2. LAKE GEORGE EMS BACKGROUND
History
The Lake George Post No. 374, American Legion Emergency Squad, Inc., also known as the ‘Lake
George EMS’, was officially formed and incorporated in New York State in 1960. The purpose of the
Lake George EMS was stated at the time of incorporation to (1) to provide a non-profit ambulance service
for the people of the Village and Town of Lake George and vicinity, (2) to render assistance in all
emergencies to the people of the Village and Town of Lake George and vicinity, and (3) to promote a
safety program in the Village and Town of Lake George and vicinity.
For years, the Lake George EMS was able to function as an independent organization, although through
agreements with the Town of Lake George, the service has been not only supported by the local
municipalities, but also financially supported. Since the Lake George EMS is the Village and Town of
Lake George’s sole emergency medical service, the taxpayers have historically paid a portion towards the
Lake George EMS’ operating cost through a contractual agreement with the Town of Lake George, where
a certain amount of funds ($338,610 in 2020) are paid from the Town’s “A Fund” (Town-wide, including
Village) to the Lake George EMS. In this method, the “cost” to taxpayers is not immediately noticed as a
separate expense as it is embedded in their Town-wide property tax levy/rate.

Current Operations
Currently, the Lake George EMS serves as a non-profit 501c(3) organization, and has a Board of
Directors along with a staff of part-time paid and volunteer “members”. The Lake George EMS also
currently own the building they are housed in, at 24 Gage Road in Lake George, and own all of their
equipment utilized to perform their Ambulance and transportation functions.
As of November 2020, the Lake George EMS has a total of 35 “members” which include one (1) vehicle
operator, 12 Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT), four (4) advanced EMT’s, five (5) Critical Care
Technicians (CCT), and 13 Paramedics. Many of these “members” are people with full time jobs and
work (or volunteer) a limited number of hours a week. Several of these members are not “active” and
have not provided service for some time. Those “members” that receive part-time wages are more
common than volunteers, but even they have other jobs that sometimes inhibit their ability to be available
at all times necessary. Due to these reasons, the available and capable workforce in the Lake George EMS
is slowly becoming diminished. Those that are available are always utilized, and still there exist some
“gaps” in the scheduling for EMS staffing.
Based on Lake George EMS records, responses to calls are relatively stable with slight increases over
time, and increase in volume during the summer season. As one would expect, the Lake George EMS
typically sees more calls for response over the weekends, with highest incident rates by time of day
occurring between 11am and 5pm. Incidents by time of day are still relatively high from 6pm to 10pm,
again due to the tourist season and the high volume of calls during those times in the summer months.
The following pages detail call volume in detail by the time of year (by month) and time of week (by
day), as well as call detail by type. Annual call numbers broken down by month for the past five (5)
calendar years are shown in Table 1 below, and call numbers by day of the week for those same five (5)
calendar years are shown in Table 2. Similarly, incidents by Time of Day are portrayed in Figure 1.
6

Table 1: Lake George EMS Calls by Month, 2015-20192

Monthly Total
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOTALS

2015
42
31
34
39
62
69
112
81
54
40
30
27
621

2016
44
19
31
53
60
93
103
89
66
47
28
41
674

2017
25
37
29
44
56
84
98
78
68
41
43
37
650

2018
43
44
31
35
50
80
113
93
61
40
50
40
680

2019
45
37
39
40
49
100
91
102
60
55
47
46
711

2017
105
85
75
77
92
88
128
650

2018
100
102
83
89
87
100
119
680

2019
124
92
86
98
88
100
123
711

Table 2: Lake George EMS Calls by Day of Week, 2015-20193

Day Totals
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
TOTALS

2015
100
72
78
72
92
90
117
621

2016
105
104
74
92
84
95
120
674

Figure 1: Incidents by Time of Day, 2015-20194
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Response and Transport Types
Detailing and fully understanding “response” or “transport” types is critical to understanding the value of
an emergency service as well as their typical “use” by the community that they serve. Response type
and/or transport type by the Lake George EMS for the past three (3) calendar years are detailed in Table 3
below, and paint a pretty clear picture of what most of Lake George EMS’s time is spent on when
responding to calls or transporting patients.
Table 3: Lake George EMS Response and/or Transport Type, 2017-20195

Response Type and/or Transport Type
ALS Provided, Transported by Other EMS Agency
Assist other Agency
Assist Public
Cancelled (Prior to Arrival at Scene)
Lift Assist Only
No Patient Contact (Cancelled on Scene)
No Patient Found
No Treatment Required
Patient Deceased at Scene – No EMS Transport
Patient Evaluated, No Treatment/Transport Required
Patient Refused Evaluation/Care and (with or without Transport)
Patient Treated, Released (AMA)
Patient Treated, Released (per protocol)
Patient Treated, Transferred Care to Another EMS Professional
Patient Treated, Transported by EMS
Patient Treated, Transported by Private Vehicle or Police
Standby – No Service or Support Provided
Standby – Public Safety, Fire, or EMS Operational Support Provided
TOTALS

2017
4
6
15
30
15
22
9
3
24
12
28
4
1
469
1
3
4
650

2018
3
8
22
25
13
26
13
1
27
20
27
6
2
466
1
8
12
680

2019
3
5
1
47
3
19
46
3
7
28
30
24
7
4
465
3
8
8
711

An overwhelming majority of responses to calls (68% over the three-year period) see the patient treated
by the Lake George EMS, and similarly transported by them to their destination, usually a hospital or
other health care facility. While the percentage of total calls that are identified as the type ‘Patient
Treated, Transported by EMS’ stay relative over the years, it is clear that other response types have either
increased or decreased quite dramatically over the same three-year period, some of which directly impact
the Lake George EMS operations and response times.
Annually there is an increase in calls for a response by EMS that are being cancelled prior to the Lake
George EMS arrival at the scene, and likewise more patients are not being “found” or refusing evaluation
and care once Lake George EMS does arrive on the scene. These calls, and the proliferation of them, can
have an adverse impact on the effectiveness and overall viability of the Lake George EMS. As more calls
that need a response from the already-limited EMS staff result in a cancellation or refusal, they are in
many cases likely to be a waste of resources and possibility inhibit EMS response to other more pertinent
or serious calls.

5

Lake George EMS, September 2020
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3. AUTHORITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
As mentioned previously, EMS operators, also known as “squads” can be privately owned, non-profit
organizations, or public entities which are typically a department of a local government. In New York
State, there are quite a wide variety of public and private EMS operators. Out of a current total of 1,095
EMS operators in New York State, roughly 250 (or 22.6%) are known as “municipal” operators, or
publicly owned and operated EMS departments or squads.6 In most cases, these municipal EMS squads
primarily serve large cities and towns, and in a few instances, entire counties. The remaining approximate
845 EMS operators in New York State are a mix of private/commercial EMS entities (which include
hospital ambulance services), independent squads (which include volunteer squads), industrial and
collegiate Ambulance services, and Fire Departments.
If it is feasible for the municipality, it is common for local Town governments to combine Ambulance and
first responder services with their local Fire Departments, whether they are a Fire Protection district
(administrative unit of Towns) or an autonomous Fire “District”, which is an independent public
corporation. Due to provisions in New York State Town Law, local Town governments in New York
cannot have a municipal and publicly operated Fire Department, so most Towns will typically contract
out with either an independent Fire “District” corporation, a Fire “company”, or with adjacent Cities
and/or Villages. In the case of Lake George, the Lake George Volunteer Fire Department is a “Fire
Protection district” that serves both the Village and Town of Lake George, allowed by the provisions
codified in Article 10 of New York State Village Law and Article 11 of New York State Town Law.
Several years ago, an attempt was made to combine first responder services and limited advanced life
support (ALS) service with the Volunteer Fire Department operations, but it was quickly determined that
the Department did not have the resources nor the equipment and training necessary to continue such an
important, yet ancillary service.
When it is not feasible to have another public safety entity such as a Fire Department provide Ambulance
and ALS services to the residents of a community, it is common for local governments to establish special
improvement districts that allow for the creation of an “Ambulance district” and to levy a local tax to help
pay for it. Consequently, many municipalities decide first that a special tax district is the optimal route to
take when forming or continuing a community Ambulance and ALS service, and many believe it serves
as a more transparent and viable long-term option.

Special Improvement District Authority
Pursuant to Town Law Article 12-A, the Town Board of any Town may establish or extend improvement
districts and provide improvements or services (including Ambulance services), or both, in such a district,
wholly at the expense of the district. In additional to that authority granted to Towns by the State of New
York, any Town that seeks to establish such a special improvement district that extends wholly or partly
into an incorporated Village must obtain the consent of the Village Board via local law, ordinance or
resolution. Both the creation of the special district by the Town Board, as well as the consent of the
Village Board supporting said district creation are subject to permissive referendums, pursuant to Town
Law Section Article 12-A and Village Law Article 5-A respectively.
6

NYS DOS (https://www.health.ny.gov/professionals/ems/pdf/agency_list_aalffrs.pdf)
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The process of forming a special improvement district is a long one with many obstacles that need to be
overcome prior to the district formation being completed and enacted. Several requirements for special
district formation identified in Town Law Section Article 12-A include:








holding a public hearing,
“noticing” that hearing, and a typical cost to property for all encompassed by the special district,
development of a map/plan/report (this document),
adoption of a resolution approving the map/plan/report and district formation,
passing the required 30-day permissive referendum period (or hosting a referendum if needed),
obtaining permission from the State Comptroller to establish/extend special district, and
the recording of all the above

Following the formation of a special district through completion of the above required objectives, a
municipality may begin to set up the tax collection process in order to levy taxes from residents to provide
for the improvements or services in the district. Per Town Law Section 198, one of the services that may
be provided for through a special improvement district is Ambulance care and emergency medical
service. In the case of Lake George, the formation of a special improvement district for the purposes of an
Ambulance district would see the continuation of the Lake George EMS funded by the special district tax
levy, and could result in either the transition of the Lake George EMS to a municipal EMS “Department”
of the Town, or a continued contract with the squad.

Ambulance District Authority
Pursuant to Town Law Section 198 (10)-f, following the establishment of an Ambulance district the
Town Board can make their decision on how to provide service, as mentioned above. Per that section of
law, the Town can:


(a) provide an emergency medical service, a general ambulance service, or a combination of
such services for the purpose of providing pre-hospital emergency medical treatment or
transporting sick or injured persons found within the boundaries of the district to a hospital,
clinic, sanitorium, or other place for treatment of such illness or injury, and to that end may:
o (i) Acquire by gift or purchase one or more motor vehicles suitable for such purpose and
supply and equip the same with such materials and facilities as it may consider necessary
for pre-hospital emergency treatment, and may operate, maintain, repair and replace such
vehicles and such supplies and equipment;
o (ii) Contract with one or more individuals, municipal corporations, associations, or other
organizations having sufficient trained and experienced personnel except an emergency
rescue and first aid squad of a fire department or fire company which is subject to the
provisions of section two hundred nine-b of the general municipal law for operation,
maintenance and repair of such emergency medical service or ambulance vehicles and for
the furnishing of pre-hospital emergency treatment;
o (iii) Contract with one or more individuals, municipal corporations, associations, or other
organizations except an emergency rescue and first aid squad of a fire department or fire
company which is subject to the provisions of section two hundred nine-b of the general
municipal law to supply, staff and equip emergency medical service or ambulance
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vehicles suitable for such purposes and operate such vehicles for the furnishing of prehospital emergency treatment;
o (iv) Employ any combination of the methods authorized in subparagraphs (i), (ii) and
(iii) of this paragraph;
(b) formulate rules and regulations relating to the use of such apparatus and equipment in the
provision of emergency medical services or ambulance service, fix a schedule of fees or charges
to be paid by persons requesting the use of such facilities, provide for the collection of such fees
and charges, or formulate rules and regulations for the collection thereof by the individuals,
municipal corporations, associations, or other organizations furnishing service under contract as
provided in subparagraph (ii) of paragraph (a) of this subdivision;
(c) purchase or provide insurance indemnifying against liability for the negligent operation of
such emergency medical service or ambulance service and the negligent use of other equipment
or supplies incidental to the furnishing of such emergency medical service or ambulance service;
(d) provide for the administration and coordination of such emergency medical service or
ambulance service including but not limited to operation of an emergency medical
communications system and medical control; and
(e) establish by local law a district board of ambulance commissioners, and delegate ministerial
functions related to the operation of the ambulance district to the commissioners. The district
board of ambulance commissioners shall act in an advisory capacity to the town board with
regard to other functions related to the operation of the district.7

As stated before, it is very common for Towns in New York to act as host to an EMS squad, department
or district. Most Towns will consider utilizing the special improvement district formation process to both
formalize the expense and raise the funds to pay for it through a tax levy. What follows in terms of
implementing the district, i.e. how the service is provided, is up to each individual Town and may vary
based on demographics, population, finances, political influence and resource.
In the case of Lake George, the Town is looking to utilize the special district formation process to
establish an Ambulance (EMS) district in order to continue providing the services currently provided by
the Lake George EMS. Currently, the Lake George EMS is not a “function” of the Town of Lake George
government, yet an independent not-for-profit organization that provides the EMS service to residents of
the Town and Village of Lake George for a contractual fee paid out by the Town, which comes from the
Town-wide general fund account (A Fund). While the Town has the option to continue paying a
contractual fee to the Lake George EMS, funded by the special district tax levy, to keep current
operations, it is the opinion of the Town Board that the Lake George EMS should be “absorbed” by the
Town government and become a Town “department” funded by the special district tax levy. The Town
believes that as a Town department/function, the level of service would increase based on increased
availability, the response times and rates would increase due to full-time employment and accessibility,
and the quantity and quality of “members” would increase due to benefits, higher (and/or full-time)
wages, and direct support for the service from the current Lake George EMS and the Town Board.

7

NYS Town Law Section 198 (https://codes.findlaw.com/ny/town-law/twn-sect-198.html)
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4. PROPOSED DISTRICT AND BENEFITED PROPERTIES
This EMS district will provide emergency medical service/transportation/care to all properties that exist
within the legal boundaries of the Town and Village of Lake George. Those boundaries include
approximately 33.2 square miles of area, as well as approximately 4,420 full-time residents.8 Refer to
Appendix A for the Map of the proposed EMS district.
While it is understood that the proposed district will encompass the Town and Village of Lake George
bounds, and the full-time residents of those communities, this district will also provide a public safety
benefit for many others, including seasonal residents (which is estimated to be upwards of 15,000
additional residents during the summer season, all of whom are taxpayers) and tourists during the tourist
season (which is estimated to be upwards of several million visitors during the summer season).

5. BENEFIT ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this report to analyze the distribution of user costs within the defined EMS
district is that of Assessed Valuation (AV). The total cost of the operation of the EMS district is
annualized and then divided by the total combined assessed valuation of all properties in both the Village
and Town of Lake George to arrive at a tax rate per thousand dollars of AV. Added to any debt service
rate, which will also be based on AV, are the projected annual operations cost of the EMS district to
arrive at a total annual user cost.
The benefit assessment tabulation is contained in Appendix B. This method and said tabulation
acknowledges only assessed value of properties and not other factors such as property size, population, or
age into account. Based upon this methodology, the estimated rate per thousand of assessed value would
be $0.40 cents per thousand dollars of AV. A breakdown of probable costs for “average” properties is
contained in Section 7 ‘Estimated Annual District Taxpayer Costs’.

6. CONCEPT PLAN FOR EMS SERVICE AND PROJECTED COST
As stated previously in this MPR, the Town Board has identified that they prefer the creation of a Town
EMS “department” as the function that serves the proposed special improvement district. The
establishment of a Town EMS or “public safety” department through the utilization of this special district
tax levy for such service would be akin to the funding of a municipal sewer department through the tax
levy from an associated Sewer District. It is relatively common for local municipalities in New York to
fund a government department with a special district tax levy, and likewise it is becoming more common
for local municipalities (Cities and Towns) to play host to local emergency service departments such as
EMS departments or Fire Departments.

8

2010 Census (https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/data/datasets.2010.html)
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A conceptual plan has been devised to rudimentarily explain how such a local government “department”
might look. Key components of that plan are summarized here for clarity and informational purposes.

Location and Equipment
The Lake George EMS department would continue to exist out of the EMS Squad building that it has
operated out of for several decades, located at 24 Gage Road, next to the Town Highway Garage. All
EMS department staff would be “located” out of that same squad building, with the possibility of routine
visits from administrative or managerial staff to the Town Hall. The building at 24 Gage Road, along with
all of the equipment currently housed there and utilized by Lake George EMS, would be transferred in
ownership to the Town of Lake George and would become government “assets”. An “asset inventory” is
set to be completed in 2021 to understand all of the equipment to be given to the Town, as well as any
outstanding debt service for said equipment. The building is currently paid off and has no debt service.
Following the transfer of ownership, the EMS building would be “outfitted” with Town utility, including
Town phones, electric and gas accounts, and water/sewer accounts.

Staff and Volunteers
As mentioned previously, the current Lake George EMS has 35 “members” some of which are volunteers.
Out of the remaining non-volunteer staff, all are paid a part-time wage and work a very limited number of
hours each. A new Lake George EMS department would likely change to a mix of full-time and part-time
Town employees, all of which will have to meet certain eligibility and qualification criteria to be hired by
the Town. At this time it is proposed that the EMS department would have 6 full-time employees (1
administrator, 2 EMT’s and 3 ALS technicians), and 9 part-time employees (1 secretary, 4 EMT’s and 4
ALS technicians). With that level of full-time and part-time staffing, the Town believes each and every
hour of the day throughout the course of the year will be “covered”, as opposed to the current situation
where there exist many “gaps” in the schedule for qualified care professionals. All full-time employees
would receive benefits, and all new employees would become members of the NYS retirement program.
At this point in time, the Town is not interested in allowing volunteers to continue to serve as “members”
of the Town department, but will consider it again in the future if the need is there. Due to that decision,
the current Local Volunteer Ambulance Worker Service Award Program (LOSAP) will terminate.

Department Finances
Through the special district tax levy, the EMS department and their functions would be funded annually.
It is anticipated that the first full calendar year of operations and budgeting for the EMS department will
be in 2022. In regards to an EMS department budget, expenditures and revenues, it is expected that the
department will have its own “line item” and budget codes in the Town’s general budget, but separated
out similar to the separate line items for other special districts like Sewer and Fire protection. In regards
to expenditures made as a department, most if not all expenses will be proposed by the EMS
administrator or Secretary, reviewed and approved by the Town Board and/or the Town Comptroller, and
paid out of the Town budget line items for the EMS department. In regards to revenues, it is expected that
the Town will renew the contract with the current Lake George EMS “billing vendor” EMR, utilizing
EMS district funds, to continue to work on behalf of the Town and EMS department as a third party
insurance billing specialist for the Town. Currently about 40% of the Lake George EMS budget is funded
through revenue recovery (insurance billing) by EMR. In this Town Department case, it will be more like
30%, with the remaining 70% funded by the district tax levy.
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Projected Cost of EMS Department
The exact expense that will exist to fully operate the EMS as a Town department is contingent upon
several factors, but for the purposes of this MPR the proposed 2021 Lake George EMS budget will be
utilized for analysis and for the estimation of a potential 2022 budget as a Town department. The primary
category that will see a change in expense will be the staffing as well as the provision of benefits to staff.
Table 4: Lake George EMS Anticipated Budgets, 2021-2022

Lake George EMS Operating Budget
2021 Proposed Budget
2022 Estimated Dept. Budget
Revenues
Town of Lake George
Revenue Recovery (EMR)
Tax Levy
TOTALS

$347,810
$230,000
$0
$577,810

$0
$231,600
$555,000
$786,600

Expenses
Staffing (full/part time/holiday)
Benefits
Event Staff / Overtime
Medical Supplies
Infectious Control
Vehicle Repairs/Maintenance
COVID Pay / Americade
Administration
Building Repairs/Maintenance
Insurance (Ambulance)
Utilities
Medical Director
Equipment and Service
Fuel
Training
EMR LLC
Debt: New Chassis
Contingency

$352,000
$0
$8,500
$17,500
$4,500
$3,500
$9,000
$12,500
$3,000
$49,000
$7,500
$5,000
$8,500
$5,000
$9,500
$23,000
$59,810
$0

$418,840
$155,600
$26,000
$17,500
$4,500
$5,000
$0
$0
$10,000
$45,000
$7,500
$5,000
$8,660
$5,000
$10,000
$23,000
$0
$5,000

2021 Debt Service Amount
*above under ‘New Chassis’
$0

2022 Anticipated Debt Service
$20,000
$20,000

$577,810

$786,600

Debt Service Item(s)
Ambulance(s) Chassis’
Capital Improvement Fund
TOTALS

Capital Improvements and Debt Service
Current Debt Service and future potential Capital Improvements or large purchases can have a direct
impact on the special tax district rate, increasing the rate per $1,000 of AV for every additional dollar
spent or financed. As stated before, the Lake George EMS building is paid in full and does not have debt
service. Several large purchases are planned to be made prior to the Town “absorbing” the EMS into a
Town department, so it is anticipated that not much if any additional debt service will be added on.
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7. ESTIMATED ANNUAL DISTRICT TAXPAYER COSTS
Based on the estimated budget derived by the Lake George EMS Steering Committee, projected annual
costs for the Town EMS department are estimated to be $786,600 for the fiscal calendar year of 2022.
The proposed cost to the typical district taxpayer is based solely on assessed valuation of taxable property
owned in the Town and Village of Lake George. The assessed value of the typical property in the
proposed ambulance district, which is a one family residence, is $175,000. The estimated annual cost of
the proposed district for the typically property, a one family home valued at $175,000, is $70.08.
In 2020, a revaluation was performed in Lake George on property assessments. As the Town’s intention is
to have the EMS “Department” formed and operational by January 1, 2022, the Lake George Taxpayers
will notice the new EMS district tax levy on their 2022 Town and County tax bill, as a separate tax, based
on the proposed tax rate for the district and the assessed valuation numbers from that year, which should
be extremely close if not identical to the 2021 assessed values. Following is an analysis of the taxable
value in the Town and Village, the proposed EMS department cost, and the probable tax rate derived from
both of those values.

District Tax Rate
The 2021 Assessed Valuation of taxable properties in the Village is $268,390,383. The 2021 Assessed
Valuation of taxable properties in the Town of Lake George is $1,117,206,643. The 2021 total Assessed
Valuation of taxable properties in the Town and Village is $1,385,597,026. The proposed 2022 Budget
for the Town of Lake George EMS department is $786,600. The proposed 2022 amount to be raised by
the Tax Bill for the EMS district is $555,000.
To derive the district tax rate, the 2022 budget (expenses minus revenues) for the department serving the
tax district is divided into the total Assessed Valuation of taxable properties in the tax district (Town and
Village). That number is compounded by 1,000 to arrive at the tax rate per $1,000 of taxable assessed
value.
555,000/1,385,597,026 x 1,000 = 0.400549 (or $0.40 cents per $1,000/TAV)

Typical Cost to Property
Based on the above derived tax rate for the EMS district, it is expected that typical cost to properties will
follow closely with the values identified in Table 6 below.
Table 5: Typical Cost to Property for EMS district Tax, 2022

Assessed Value
$150,000
$250,000
$350,000
$750,000
$1,000,000
$2,000,000
$5,000,000
$10,000,000

District Tax Rate
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
$0.40/$1K TAV
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Typical Cost of District Tax
$60 annually
$100 annually
$140 annually
$300 annually
$400 annually
$800 annually
$2,000 annually
$4,000 annually

8. DISTRICT FORMATION AND REGULATORY PROCESS
The following steps and/or processes are required prior to the full implementation of the proposed Lake
George EMS district and the “inauguration” of the EMS department on January 1, 2022. Tentative time
frames are also included as well estimated start and end dates of the steps and the overall process.
Table 6: Probable Schedule of Processes for EMS district and department formation, 2020-2022

Item
Pass Resolution to do District MPR
Map Plan Report (MPR) development
File MPR in Clerk’s Office
Town Resolution of Intent (Public Hearing Order)
Village Resolution of Consent
Village Permissive Referendum Waiting Period
Public Hearing Order Published
Town Public Hearing Held
Town Resolution Approving District
Town Permissive Referendum Waiting Period
Submit for OSC Approval
Approval or Denial from OSC
OSC Order Presented to Board
Final Order Establishing District
File Order in Clerk Office and OSC
Work with EMS Squad on Muni-CON
Work with EMS Squad on Department Setup
Work with EMS Squad on Incidentals
Work with EMS Squad on Town Ordinance / Rules
Incorporate EMS into the 2022 Budget/Tax Rolls
Adopt Local Law to Override Tax Cap
Submit to OSC for Tax Cap override
Submit for Muni-CON/Transfer of EMS to DOH
Finalize 2022 Budget with EMS special line item
Advertise and start hiring process for EMS staff
Setup Incidentals and Transfer Building to Town
Determination from REMSCO on Muni-CON
Start providing EMS services

Time Frame
1 day
60-120 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
30 days
1 day
1 day
1 day
30 days
10 days
15 days
1 day
1 day
10 days
30 days
60 days
60 days
60 days
30 days
1 day
30 days
1 day
20 days
40-60 days
40-60 days
30 days
1 day

Start Date
9/9/2020
9/14/2020
1/21/2021
2/8/2021
2/8/2021
2/9/2021
2/17/2021
3/8/2021
3/8/2021
3/9/2021
4/10/2021
4/20/2021
5/10/2021
5/10/2021
5/11/2021
5/1/2021
5/1/2021
5/1/2021
7/1/2021
9/1/2021
9/13/2021
9/14/2021
10/1/2021
11/1/2021
11/20/2021
11/20/2021
12/1/2021
1/1/2022

End Date
9/9/2020
1/20/2021
1/25/2021
2/8/2021
2/8/2021
3/9/2021
2/27/2021
3/8/2021
3/8/2021
4/9/2021
4/20/2021
5/1/2021
5/10/2021
5/10/2021
5/22/2021
6/1/2021
7/1/2021
7/1/2021
9/1/2021
10/1/2021
9/13/2021
10/14/2021
10/1/2021
11/20/2021
12/31/2021
12/31/2021
12/31/2021
1/1/2022

While it is the intent of the Town of Lake George to follow the above schedule as closely as possible,
there exists the potential for variations in the proposed timeline of processes and for the steps identified
within. It is entirely possible that the EMS district is fully “formed” by spring 2021, following the
regulatory process identified in Town Law Section Article 12-A. Yet the Lake George EMS will not
become a Town department or function until the current Lake George EMS Certificate of Need (CON)
with the New York State Department of Health (DOH) is transferred to the Town as the new operator.
Regardless of the time it takes to form the district, and obtain the transferred CON, the Town of Lake
George does not intend to levy a tax in the district or “run” the EMS as a Town department until 2022.
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9. SUMMARY
Given the problems that exist within the current Lake George EMS such as limited staffing availability,
lack of long-term resource and support and ever-increasing need, limitations in service have resulted
within recent years. Not unlike many EMS squads across the County, these limitations have forced the
Lake George EMS to take a hard look at the efficacy and sustainability of their “membership” and
whether or not their duties and services can be performed adequately and in a timely manner should these
limitations continue. While the Town of Lake George pays contractual costs to the Lake George EMS out
of the Town-wide tax levy, the Town’s ability to control, support or assist in the continued longevity and
permanence of the squad as a private, non-profit corporation is limited.
As such, the Town has determined that a need exists for the development of a Lake George EMS District.
Such a Special Improvement District will provide continued and probable increased public safety benefit
to all taxpayers of the Town and Village of Lake George, as proposed in this Map, Plan and Report.
At this time, the Town of Lake George, with the support of the Village of Lake George, intends to
proceed with the formation of the special district and the creation of the Town EMS “department”, which
will provide emergency medical, Ambulance and advanced life support services to the people of the
Town and Village of Lake George, as defined by the Map of this report.
The estimated cost of the proposed EMS department has been estimated to be approximately $786,600 in
2022 dollars, roughly $231,600 of which will be revenues from third party insurance billing and roughly
$555,000 of which will be levied by the special district tax. Annual district service represents an annual
cost of approximately $100 to the typical $250,000 property within the proposed District, and an annual
cost of approximately $400 to the typical $1,000,000 property within the proposed District.
Following a public hearing, referendum, and acceptance of this Map, Plan and Report by the Town and
the Village, the Town of Lake George intends to establish an EMS (Ambulance) district as described in
this report and continue providing emergency medical services to the people of Lake George.
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APPENDIX A:
MAP of
Lake George EMS/Ambulance District
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APPENDIX B:
Benefited Properties and Rate Tabulation
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APPENDIX C:
Estimates Costs for Staffing, Overtime, Benefits and Capital Improvements
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Lake George EMS Estimated 2022 Staffing, Overtime and Benefits Costs
Hourly
2022 Salary
2022 Salary Totals
2022 Estimated
Rate
(Per Position)
Benefits Cost
FULL TIME (40 hrs)
EMT (2)
ALS (3)
Administrator

$16.00
$33,280
$20.00
$41,600
$24.00
$50,000
FULL TIME SUBTOTALS

PART TIME (20 hrs)
EMT (4)
ALS (4)
Secretary

$16.00
$16,640
$20.00
$20,800
$18.00
$18,720
PART TIME SUBTOTALS
TOTAL STAFFING SUBTOTALS

SPECIAL EVENTS (1 additional for each position)
EMT (12 days/288 hrs)
$16.00
$4,608
ALS (12 days/288 hrs)
$20.00
$5,760
SPECIAL EVENT SUBTOTALS

$66,560
$124,800
$50,000
$241,360

$35,492
$58,306
$20,960
$114,758*

$66,560
$83,200
$18,720
$168,480
$418,840****

$14,060
$17,080
$3,892
$35,032**
$155,600****

$4,608
$5,760
$10,368

$836
$993
$1,829***

OVERTIME (each position @ 1.5% of hourly rate)
EMT - FT (2, @ 40 hrs)
$24.00
$960
$1,920
$347
ALS - FT (3, @ 40 hrs)
$30.00
$1,200
$3,600
$718
EMT - PT (4 @ 40 hrs)
$24.00
$960
$3,840
$697
ALS - PT (4, @ 40 hrs)
$30.00
$1,200
$4,800
$958
Administrator (1 @ 40 hr)
$36.00
$1,440
$1,440
$261
OVERTIME SUBTOTALS
$15,600
$2,981***
OVERTIME / SPECIAL EVENT TOTALS
$25,968
$4,810***
*Calculated benefits cost for Full-Time based on average Healthcare packages, Full NYS Retirement
based on salaries, Social Security (SS), Medicaid, and Workers Compensation/Disability.
**Calculated benefits cost for Part-Time based on partial NYS Retirement based on part-time hourly
wages, Social Security (SS), Medicaid, and Workers Compensation/Disability.
***Calculated benefits cost for special event/overtime pay only on tax contributions not healthcare (social
& Medicaid/NYS Retirement contribution costs only).
**** Includes Holiday pay rates
Holiday Pay (1.5x) – 14 Holidays worked throughout year (below assumes all staff work all 14 days)





FT EMTs – additional $1,774 for two (2) EMTs (full time), and $1,792 for 4 EMTs (part time)
FT ALSs– additional $3,360 for all 3 ALSs (full time), and $2,240 for 4 ALSs (part time)
Administrator - additional $672 for one Admin. To work 7 holidays = a total of $9,838 holiday pay
Since all staff will not work each and every holiday, Holiday Pay is being rounded to $9,000,
assume an additional $1,000 in benefits cost for this additional Holiday Pay
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Lake George EMS Estimated 2022-2027 Capital Improvement Schedule
Item
Quantity
Year
Total Cost
Stretchers and Mounts
2
2022
$20,000
Heart Monitor
1
2023
$20,000
Station Computers
3
2024
$15,000
Security System
1
2024
$5,000
Ambulance*
1
2025
$200,000
Ambulance*
1
2026
$200,000

*Possible that the Ambulance(s) could be purchased in the same year if a discount is provided and/or if a
Bond could cover both in the same year as opposed to two (2) separate Bonds for separate vehicles.
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APPENDIX D:
Potential Department Schedule based on Proposed Staffing
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Sunday

Monday

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

Tuesday

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT PT 1 12-10
ALS PT 1 12-10
EMT PT 2 10-8
ALS PT 2 10-8
EMT PT 3 2-12
ALS PT 3 2-12
EMT PT 4 8-12
ALS PT 4 8-12

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

EMT FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 1 12-8
ALS FT 2 8-4
EMT FT 3 4-12
ALS FT 3 4-12
EMT PT 4 6-12
ALS PT 4 6-12
ADMIN (EMT) 8-4
SECT. 10-2

This proposed 31 day schedule would cover all months of the year, and as employees will be working holidays and weekends, there would be no
assumed ”gaps” in service. Schedule includes staffing for 6 Full-time employees (2 EMT, 3 ALS, and 1 ADMIN (also an EMT)), and 9 Part-time
employees (4 EMT, 4 ALS, and 1 Secretary). All FT staff would work 40 hours a week, and all PT staff would work 20 hours a week. As this is
just a proposed conceptual schedule, its intent is only to show how many staff members would be available throughout the course of a
week, it is not meant to be a final schedule, and it is possible shifts will be altered or moved around compared to what is shown above
when a department is formed. For example, on weekends, double coverage could start at 4pm as opposed to 2pm, which could then extend to
2am instead of 12am. It is assumed almost all overtime and special event costs identified in the report will be spent and/or utilized during the
summer months.
Single Coverage (1 EMT/1 ALS)




Monday – Wednesday, ALL HOURS [w/ Secretary from 8-4]
Thursday-Friday, 12a-6p [w/ Secretary from 8-4]
Saturday-Sunday, 12a-2p

Double Coverage (2 EMT/2 ALS)



Thursday-Friday, 6p-12p
Saturday-Sunday, 2p-12p
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APPENDIX E:
Fiscal Comparison Analysis for Alternative Options
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Lake George EMS Operating Budget
2022 Proposed DEPT. Budget 2022 Proposed EMPIRE Budget
Revenues
Town of Lake George
Revenue Recovery (EMR)

$0
$231,600

Tax Levy
TOTALS

$555,000
$786,600

Expenses
Staffing (full/part time/holiday)
Benefits
Event Staff / Overtime
Medical Supplies
Infectious Control
Vehicle Repairs/Maintenance
COVID Pay / Americade
Administration
Building Repairs/Maintenance
Insurance (Ambulance)
Utilities
Medical Director
Equipment and Service
Fuel
Training
EMR LLC
Debt: New Chassis
Contingency

$418,840
$155,600
$26,000
$17,500
$4,500
$5,000
$0
$0
$10,000
$45,000
$7,500
$5,000
$8,660
$5,000
$10,000
$23,000
$0
$5,000

$0
$200,000 (assume less revenue
due to less coverage)
$545,736
$745,736

$564,022
$0
$17,223
$0
$30,891
$0
$0
$10,000*
$45,000
$5,000
$0
$26,000
$0
$5,000
$0
$0
$0

Debt Service Item(s)
2022 Anticipated Debt Service 2022 Anticipated Debt Service
Ambulance(s) Chassis’
$20,000
$0**
Capital Improvement Fund
$20,000
$20,000***
Building Purchase
$0
$22,600****
TOTALS
$786,600
$745,736
Empire is for 1 EMT/1 ALS, 24/7. $40,264 difference in overall costs. Tax Levy for Empire option
would be about $545,736, and would breakdown to $0.394 cents per $1k TAV. Difference in tax levy
breakdown would be $0.006 cents per $1k TAV, or roughly $1.05 for a normal $175k Single Family
Dwelling or roughly $6 for a normal $1 million property.
*Assume building repair/maintenance ($10k a year) will continue with Empire as we would own building
and lease to them for free. This is in addition to their quoted costs.
**Assume $0 debt service for existing debt since we would not need to buy an ambulance from EMS.
***Assume $20k Capital Improvement Fund is necessary as we’d still need to fund repairs/maintenance
for the building.
****Assume purchase of current EMS building would cost $22,600 annually for 5 years ($113,000 value)
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Lake George EMS Operating Budget
2022 Proposed DEPT. Budget
2022 Proposed E5 Budget
Revenues
Town of Lake George
Revenue Recovery (EMR)

$0
$231,600

Tax Levy
TOTALS

$555,000
$786,600

Expenses
Staffing (full/part time/holiday)
Benefits
Event Staff / Overtime
Medical Supplies
Infectious Control
Vehicle Repairs/Maintenance
COVID Pay / Americade
Administration
Building Repairs/Maintenance
Insurance (Ambulance)
Utilities
Medical Director
Equipment and Service
Fuel
Training
EMR LLC
Debt: New Chassis
Contingency

$418,840
$155,600
$26,000
$17,500
$4,500
$5,000
$0
$0
$10,000
$45,000
$7,500
$5,000
$8,660
$5,000
$10,000
$23,000
$0
$5,000

$0
$200,000 (assume less revenue
due to less coverage)
$500,333
$700,333

$420,233
$0
$17,500*
$4,500*
$5,000*
$0
$5,000
$10,000*
$45,000*
$7,500*
$5,000*
$10,000*
$5,000
$5,000
$23,000*
$0
$5,000*

Debt Service Item(s)
2022 Anticipated Debt Service 2022 Anticipated Debt Service
Ambulance(s) Chassis’
$20,000
$0**
Capital Improvement Fund
$20,000
$20,000***
Building Purchase
$0
$22,600****
Equipment Purchase
$0
$50,000****
Ambulance Purchase (2)
$0
$40,000*****
TOTALS
$786,600
$700,333
E5 is for 1 EMT/1 ALS, 24/7. $85,667 difference in overall costs. Tax Levy for E5 option would be
about $500,333, and would breakdown to $0.361 cents per $1k TAV. Difference in tax levy breakdown
would be $0.039 cents per $1k TAV, or roughly $6.83 for a normal $175k Single Family Dwelling or
roughly $39 for a normal $1 million property.
*Assume all operational expenses will continue with E5 as we would own building and lease to them for
free, own equipment for their use, and only get staffing from them. This is in addition to their quote.
**Assume $0 debt service for existing debt since EMS would sell us ambulance’s and pay off debt.
***Assume $20k Capital Improvement Fund is necessary as we’d still need to fund future capital
improvements for the building and equipment/ambulances.
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****Assume purchase of current EMS building would cost $22,600 annually for 5 years ($113,000
value). Assume purchase of all of their equipment/materials/computers/etc. would cost $50,000 annually
for 3 years ($150,000 value).
*****Assume purchase of the 2 used Ambulances would cost $40,000 annually for 5 years ($200,000
value for both)
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